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Abstract. Technological devices surrounding the television are changing, leading to changes in viewers’ habits and to the development of second-screen applications created to provide better TV viewing experiences. Used while watching television, the 2NDVISION application presented in this paper is able to identify – through audio-fingerprint – content being displayed on the TV screen and present enhanced information on the second screen. Under a participatory design approach, the development of the application took in consideration the users’ opinion regarding its main functionalities and interface solutions and included evaluation test sessions conducted in laboratory settings. This paper reports on the first evaluation sessions and the preliminary results gathered through a cognitive walk-through methodology, with opinions regarding instrumental, non-instrumental and emotional impact of the application collected through SUS, AttrakDiff and SAM scales. The results show that users experienced no major navigation problems and part of the iconography was validated. Considering the main goals of the application users were satisfied and interested in having such an application for providing additional information about the TV shows they watch.

Introduction

As technological devices surrounding the television changed, so have viewers’ habits, with the general TV experience no longer narrowed to a single and fixed location (typically a shared space at home) but extending to new locations and integrating different platforms. Mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) are being used not only as additional platforms for watching video contributing for the “space shifting” phenomenon [1] but also as companion devices, allowing for a greater involvement with what is being watched on (a regular) TV – e.g. by performing general web searches or to search for additional information related with the program being watched [2].

This is a consequence and simultaneously a stimulus for the focus of the Interactive Television (iTV) industry on the development of second screen applications, designed to deliver supplementary information related with the TV content [3]. In fact, and mainly due to the ubiquitous character of mobile technologies, the opportunity for well-designed mobile applications and services to influence positively on individuals’ day lives increases [4]. Nevertheless, and for this to happen, it is necessary to look beyond the product’s usability and start to consider the impact of emotions and aesthetics in the overall impression of the system.
In this paper, the authors report on the 2NDVISION companion App to be used while watching TV being able to automatically identify content displayed on the television screen and presenting related synchronized (using audio fingerprint) information. Conducted under a participatory design approach, the development of the application took into consideration the users’ opinion towards functionalities, aesthetic and appraisal of the system.

After establishing the theoretical background (in section two of the paper), section three introduces the application main features and system architecture and addresses the methodological approaches that were taken during the development process, namely the first set of tests carried to validate a preliminary prototype in three dimensions – instrumental qualities, non-instrumental qualities and emotional reactions. Finally, section four presents the research results; and section five presents the preliminary conclusions.

**State of the art**

**Second-screen applications**
The growing success of second-screen devices is changing the way users relate and interact with the television. Using second-screen devices while watching TV is an increasingly common activity: according to recent numbers of Nielsen Company [5], 62% of North Americans and 44% of European consumers used second screen devices while watching TV. Consumers are increasingly adopting a lean forward approach to the television experience, using connected devices as extensions of the program they are watching [5].

Secondary Screen applications are, in the context of 2NDVISION project and according to the description of Red Bee Media [6], those that provide a companion experience, increasing and improving synchronously the viewer experience with content related to that he is watching in the TV. By synchronizing the App with television content, it is possible to provide enhanced-information (e.g. biographical data on a given actor, the name of the song that is playing, more details on the narrative of a series or film) or trigger events correlated with what is happening on TV, particularly in the context of interactive advertising.

Existing mobile apps perform synchronization with the TV content essentially based on audio fingerprint systems. This technology, which has collected the public recognition through applications such as Shazam (http://www.shazam.com), allows audio monitoring regardless of its format and without the need for meta-data or watermarks [7]. It is therefore possible to associate certain "signatures" or patterns to the audio meta-information providing or triggering events correlated with what the user is watching on TV. Given the increasing processing power of mobile devices, the evolution of algorithms and cloud-computing techniques, it is possible to use techniques of image content recognition that, in essence, allow, on the one hand, to compensate the inherent limitations in the audio fingerprint and on the other, to open up new possibilities and use cases in the field of the secondary screen apps.

In this context, there has been the development of various applications, in particular for the US market, that exploits the synchronization capabilities with content to be displayed on TV. Again Shazam is an example, but also applications such as Viggle or Beamly. However, despite the above context, the specific offer for the Portuguese market is not available and 2NDVISION may contribute to enrich the Portuguese TV ecosystems with an end to end system allowing the app to synchronize (using audio fingerprint) and enrich both linear and non-linear (e.g. Catch-up TV or VoD) TV content.
UX in second-screen scenarios
The specificities of mobile devices created numerous and significant challenges in the field of user experience. Mobile context, multimodality, connectivity, small screen size, different display resolutions and power emerged as factors to be taken into consideration when designing interfaces for mobile devices[8]. Interacting with these devices implies a different look at user experience. User’s hands are no longer over the mouse but directly interacting with the interface through multi-touch gestures such as swipe, pinch, press and hold [9], [10], creating the need for bigger buttons (to solve the “fat-finger” problem), wider distance between icons and new navigation paradigms.

Mobile usability models often focus on the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction, disregarding the cognitive load and the emotional impact of interacting with applications in no-longer defined time and place. When developing second-screen applications designed to enhance the TV viewing experience, it is even more delicate to take into account dimensions such as cognitive capacity and attention selectiveness.

The 2ndVision App
The growing adoption of second-screen devices while watching TV emphasized the importance of developing solutions able to balance the user's attention between two or more sources of information (e.g. the TV screen and the mobile phone or tablet screen), namely by creating applications able to deliver additional content in a ease and user-friendly way. When developing solutions towards the user’s engagement in the TV viewing experience, designers must take into consideration the pragmatic and non-pragmatic dimensions of the system. While developing second-screen apps, as it is imperative to achieve a balance between the information in the first and in the second screen and to design solutions for minimizing attention dispersion [11], usability is a key issue. Nevertheless, it is also important to consider the user’s overall appraisal of the application [12], making it imperative to include them and consider their opinion during the design and development of the product.

Based in audio fingerprint and image recognition technology, the “2nd-screen” Android application is able to automatically identify content displayed on the TV and present related synchronized information (hereafter defined as markers, i.e. pieces of information composed by images, text and links for related sources of information); to automatically aggregate all markers in a sequential index; to trigger notifications whenever new markers are displayed. Users could also save (bookmark), rate, filter and share markers; configure notifications to be triggered when new content is detected; and select programs to follow.

System architecture
The 2ndVision is based on an Event-Driven Architecture (EDA), which meets high performance in real-time events, immediate action to the consumers, “fire & forget” integration and a quality of service with the shortest waiting time possible.

This architecture is composed by a series of modules (depicted in Figure 1), namely the Automatic Content Recognition (ACR) which gears the second screen device with the ability to perceive the content which is being visualized; via the indexed markers by the ACR module, the solution has a Recommendation Engine that is responsible for the creation of additional contents. An Audience Engager module is responsible for obtaining user profiles through their interaction with the solution; and through the Advertising and Campaign Planning Engine it becomes possible to manage campaigns and advertisements related to the indexed content. In order to guarantee the persistent and in cache content management, the Content Repository module uses relational and non-relational systems for data
management. The module responsible for the configuration of the solution, match requests processing between the app and content, markers configuration, image processing, users profile configuration and statistical reports generation is the Back Office. It is also possible, via the Gamification Engine to attribute a gaming environment to the 2NDVISION app and generate quizzes, polls and leaderboards, among other forms of user engagement. Finally, the Client Gateway is the communication channel between the APIs and allows the interaction between the mobile app and the backend of the solution.

Figure 1 - 2NDVISION system architecture

Features
The 2NDVISION system architecture enables offering its users a wide range of features. This allows the structuring of the application in several areas. The following figure (Figure 2) identifies 6 of the 8 areas/features available in the 2NDVISION App.

Figure 2 - The 2NDVISION interface - main screen
1. **Synchronize:** Triggering the automatic identification of the TV show being aired provides related and synchronized markers;

2. **Filter:** Content filtering categories. Example: Places (location, architecture, scenic spots, weather);

3. **Rate:** User’s classification of the additional information displayed;

4. **Share:** Sharing any marker via social networks and e-mail;

5. **Bookmark:** Archiving of detected content for later viewing;

6. **Feed:** Area that displays the additional information related with the TV program (markers).

**Evaluation**

**Preliminary evaluation**

As it was established that all the application design and development would be conducted under a participatory design approach, the research team carried test-sessions aiming to evaluate users’ perception about the applications instrumental and non-instrumental qualities, as well as their emotional reactions to the system. The first evaluation session, reported in this paper, was carried in March 2015. The evaluation was carried by introducing evaluators with a first prototype of the 2NDVISION application (Figure 3). The prototype allowed users to explore the most relevant features that were designed for the application.

![Figure 3 – The prototype used in the first evaluation session](image)

Tests sessions were conducted individually in laboratory settings replicating a regular living room. The main goals of the tests were: i) to evaluate the graphical interface; ii) to validate the consistency of the adopted solutions (icons, layout and content organization); iii) to identify critical interface issues; iv) to evaluate the Non-instrumental qualities, and; v) the emotional impact on potential users.

At the beginning of the test, a print with the application’s main features was handed-out to the participant. The print had two illustrations of the application’s main screen, indicating its main features: automatic synchronization of content with additional information displaying. Each participant was left alone to freely explore the application during 2 minutes, after which
he/she was informed about the structure of the test session and introduced to the application functionalities. Participants were then invited to perform a set of tasks mainly focused on navigation (e.g. navigating between markers, exploring the index); iconography (e.g. correspondence between the icon and the related action); and in the use of specific features (e.g. saving, rating and sharing markers, scheduling programs in order to receive notifications). Considering that the application was still in the prototype phase and therefore some features were not yet fully operational, the tests were focused on the validation of the interface, namely in what concerns to navigation, iconography and specific features.

During the test, each participant had to perform 6 tasks centred on iconography, navigation and implementation of specific operations. In the end, a short interview was conducted and each participant was asked to answer three questionnaires.

All tasks were performed under a cognitive walkthrough approach, and all data was recorder. After performing the tasks, and taking the CUE-model [12] as a framework and following adaptations already mentioned in literature review (cf. ([13]; [14];[15]; [16]), three instruments were used in order to assess the users’ perspectives about the applications’ instrumental and non-instrumental qualities, and the user’s emotional reactions to the whole experience.

For assessing the applications’ instrumental qualities (e.g. controllability, effectiveness, learnability), the research team used the SUS - System Usability Scale [17] and the Pragmatic dimension of AttrakDiff [18]. The SUS-scale [17] is a 10-item questionnaire with a 5-point Likert scale developed to assess several usability aspects such as ease of use and usefulness. As for AttrakDiff [18], it is an instrument created to measure the attractiveness of an application by presenting the user/evaluator three groups of opposite adjectives. AttrakDiff records both the perceived pragmatic quality, the hedonic quality and the attractiveness of an interactive product or application.

For accessing non-instrumental qualities (e.g. aesthetics, identification) the research team used the AttrakDiff Hedonic dimension.

Finally, for the evaluation of emotional reactions (e.g. valence, arousal, control of the application), the research team used the SAM - Self-assessment Manikin [19]. The SAM-Manikin is a non-verbal pictorial assessment method that directly assesses the pleasure, arousal, and dominance associated with the user’s affective reactions to a certain stimuli.

Qualitative data was also collected through a semi-structured interview conducted at the end of the test session, aiming to get the participant’s opinion regarding the application (its main features), the interface and the adopted solutions.

**Participants**

Eighteen evaluators (10 men and 8 women) between 18 and 25 years old joined the sessions. With regard to qualifications, 9 were college students, 3 graduates, 4 had a master degree and 2 had a doctoral degree. With regard to the profession/occupation, the participants were distributed among students (5), programmers (4), researchers (3) and other professions.

Of the 18 participants, 16 used to watch TV programs, 13 had already used applications to search for TV programs related information and 16 were regular users of social networks. Each session lasted an average of 10 minutes.
**Instrumental qualities**

Instrumental qualities were assessed through the SUS scale and the Pragmatic dimension (PQ) of the AttrakDiff instrument. In the SUS scale scores go from 0 to 100, with scores under 50 indicating that the assessed product is not acceptable in terms of usability; from 60 to 70 the acceptance is marginal; from 71 to 100, products are considered as acceptable. In AttrakDiff, scores go from -3 to 3, and the closer the score is to “3” the better it is in terms of usability. Data analysis shows that the prototype scored 77,1 (in a maximum of 100) in the SUS scale, and 1,1 (in a maximum of 3) in the Pragmatic dimension of AttrakDiff. This means that the application had a good level of usability [20] but there was room for improvements in what concerns its pragmatic qualities. This conclusion is consistent with the data collected through interviews: when asked to share their opinion regarding the application and its main functionalities, participants pointed that it was an “interesting” application, namely by its ability to automatically present content related with TV programs. Regarding the application's interface, most participants described it as “easy to use”, “intuitive”, “interesting”, “accessible” and “well organized”. Nevertheless this global opinion, participants also mentioned some points to be improved: according to their opinion, some icons (e.g. the index categories filter button) were not clear about its function, and others (e.g. the “share” and “bookmark” buttons) were considered small. According to some participants, some feedback messages were missing. 3 out of the 18 participants mentioned that although considering the application interesting, they would not use it because they were not regular TV consumers.

**Non-instrumental qualities**

The non-instrumental qualities of the application (related to aesthetics and connection with the application) were evaluated through the hedonic-identity (HQ-I) and hedonic-stimulation (HQ-S) quality dimensions of AttrakDiff. In AttrakDiff, the HQ-I classification reflects the extent to which the user is identified with the product, while the HQ-S classification reflects the degree of user satisfaction in terms of novelty, interest and stimulus. In these dimensions, the application scored 0,9 (HQ-I) and 0,8 (HQ-S) (in a maximum of 3), indicating that the implementation satisfied the conventional standards in terms of aesthetic attractiveness and contributed to user identification with the product, but there is room for improvement. These findings are consistent with the qualitative feedback received in the interviews conducted at the end of the test sessions. As noted above, participants indicated that some icons were too small and/or were not sufficiently clear regarding their function.

**Emotional Impact**

Emotional reactions of the participants were collected by applying the SAM-Manikin scale, which evaluates the emotional reaction of users in three dimensions: satisfaction, motivation, and sense of control. On this scale, the score ranges between 1 and 9 and the results can be considered negative if they are between 1 and 4, the neutral value is "5", and positive if the classification obtained is between 6 and 9. In this scale, the application got a rating of 7,3 on the satisfaction dimension; 6,1 on what concerns motivation; while sense of control was rated as 7,1. Although the application needs to be improved in the motivation dimension, the remaining values indicate that there are no major problems in what concerns the emotional impact of the use of the application.
Conclusions and recommendations

During the tests, in an overall perspective, no major problems were revealed in terms of navigation (e.g. access to previous markers, access to other features/menu areas); and part of the iconography has been validated.

According to the evaluators feedback, it was possible to identify the following suggestions for improvement: i) to make it clear for the user that he may navigate between markers on the main page by including the image of the beginning of the next marker image side by side to the main marker; adjust in size and shape some icons; include additional configuration and personalization settings.

This first evaluation was very important in the development of the interface and interaction options. The conclusions from the first evaluation session were integrated in the following versions of the prototype and a final evaluation setting was prepared.

Considering the main goals of the application users were satisfied and interested in having such an application in providing additional information about the TV shows they watch. These are some important results that motivate the team to conclude the development of the 2ndVISION App.

Current and future work includes the conclusion of the App, the development of a new lab evaluation and preparing a pilot (field trial). It is expected that users have the full user experience in the field trial and the generated data will allow the development team to define on the potential market opportunity for such an application. Concerning the evaluation results, the researchers expect to compare the results gathered in the different development stages of the application to validate the evaluation methodology and compare the first motivation and expectation results with the final field trial results.
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